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Abstract

A major challenge in Virtual Reality (VR) is to be able to provide interactive rates of realism. However this is
very computationally demanding and only recently has high-fidelity rendering become close to interactive rates
through a series of novel exploitations of visual perception; to render parts of the scene that are not currently being
attended by the viewer at a much lower quality without the difference being perceived. This paper investigates the
effect spatialised directional sounds, both discrete and converged have on the visual attention of the user with and
without an auditory cue present in the scene. We verify the worth of investigating subliminal saccade shifts from
directional audio impulses via a pilot study to eye track participant’s free viewing a scene with an audio impulse
and an acoustic identifier and also with an audio impulse and no acoustic identifier versus a control. By selecting
look zones, we can identify how long users are spending attending a particular area of a scene in these scenarios.
This work also investigates whether the effect prevailed, and if so to what extent, with discretised spatialised
sound as opposed to a fully converged audio sample. We also present a novel technique for generating interactive
discrete acoustic samples from arbitrary geometry. We show that even without an acoustic identifier in the scene,
directional sound provides enough of an impulse to guide subliminal saccade shifts and affect perception in such
a way that this can be used to guide selective rendering of the scenes.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation
- Viewing Algorithms I.4.8 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Scene Analysis - Object Recognition I.4.8
[Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Scene Analysis - Tracking

1. Introduction

By rendering parts of the scene that are not currently being
attended by the viewer in lower quality, we exploit visual
perception such that the difference is not noticed and compu-
tation cost is saved. This is a major challenge in VR with the
aim of generating perceptually accurate images at a higher
throughput due to lower computation required.

The computational requirements of simulating physically
accurate virtual environments in real-time are beyond the ca-
pabilities of even the latest hardware, and this is likely to be
the case for a number of years to come. In order to have
such ’realism in real-time’ for use in virtual reality applica-
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tions now, it is necessary to exploit knowledge of the Hu-
man Visual System (HVS) to significantly reduce computa-
tion without any loss in perceptual quality. The visually im-
portant features in a scene can be computed from Saliency
Maps [IKN98,YPG01]. However, another key feature of hu-
man perception is cross-modality. Typical saliency models
account for visual perception only. This paper considers spa-
tialised sound and investigates how it affects eye saccade
shifts and attention and whether this can be exploited to re-
duce computation without any perceptual loss in visual qual-
ity.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes
previous work in the field of perceptually-based rendering,
visual attention, cross-modal interactions and briefly cov-
ers prevalent work on spatialised sound. Section 3 outlines
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the algorithm used to generate interactive, yet discrete, spa-
tialised sound. Section 4 describes the experimental setup
and techniques and concludes each experiment overlay with
results. Finally, Section 5 draws conclusions and suggests
future work in the area.

2. Related Work

Previous work [MDCT05b, Mas06] has shown that partic-
ipants viewing an animation whilst an ambient sound was
playing, were statistically significantly more likely to make
incorrect choices as to the current frame rate when an acous-
tic stimulus was introduced together with a visual represen-
tation of that stimulus. Mastoropoulou et al. [MDCT05a]
also showed that during an animation an ambient sound pre-
sented in the presence of a visual cue can be used to exploit
perception to guide selective rendering.

Hulusic et al. [HAC08] explored this further by investigat-
ing the influence of related ambient sounds to a scene. They
showed that participants’ ability to notice the difference be-
tween lower Sample Per Pixel (SPP) images and images ren-
dered in higher quality was significantly affected. In further
work, Hulusic et al. [HCD∗09] studied the effect of varying
beat rates on users’ perception of animations. They showed
that in case of scenes where the camera moved, but there
were no other moving objects, lower beat rates can have a
significant effect on the perception of low frame rates.

2.1. Visual Attention

Coded into the retina [Dow87] is the sequential selection
process the HVS uses to determine the hierarchy of visual
cues used to deterministically select which objects in any
given image are most important. This is necessary because
there exists far too much information in any one image to
remember it all with a single glance.

The first psychological study of human task-orientated
saccades [Yar67] was undertaken by Yarbus who noted that
under task-based scenarios the eyes jump in saccades to new
points of interest in the scene. However, once the object of
interest has been found and lies within the foveal region the
eye tracks the object in a smooth manner. More recent psy-
chological research [NBH∗08] shows that concurrent audio
stimuli increases the visual system’s ability to distinguish
brief visual events.

Cater et al. [CCL02,CCW03] look at how users perceived
a selective quality animation versus a high quality animation
under different task-based scenarios. Asked to count pencils
during watching the animations, the participants were unable
to notice the difference between high quality and selective
quality where only the area surrounding the interest region
was rendered in high quality.

2.1.1. Peripheral Vision

Spatial acuity is maximised around the fovea as shown in
Figure 1. In [ML97,LM99,LMYM01] the authors had a gaze
contingent multi resolutional display producing only high vi-
sual resolutions within the area attended by the fovea. Us-
ing pre-stored exhaustive combinations of possible images
they showed an update was required before 5 miliseconds
elapsed after a fixation of the fovea on a region following a
saccade. This was necessary to maintain the integrity of the
illusion without disturbing the cognitive process. Loshky et
al. [LMYM01] ran a series of tests in order to adjudge that
4.1◦ representation for the foveal coverage of the multi res-
olutional display produced results which indicated the dif-
ference between it and a completely high resolution display
was statistically indistinguishable.

Figure 1: The eyes’ foveal angle. Due to the high number
of cones (coloured light receptors) located in the fovea this
area has the highest impact on visual perception of a colour
image.

2.2. Inattentional Blindness

Inattentional blindness is a failing of the human eye to see
items not in the gaze [MR98]. Saccade shifts for the human
eye are very much attenuated by this phenomena. Itti and
Koch’s [IK00] ideas of top-down (user driven) and bottom-
up (scene stimulus driven) phenomena directing attention
are prevalent to inattentional blindness. In that user driven
task-orientated viewing can cause inattenional blindness to
scene stimuli and vice versa.

2.3. Directional Sound

A Room Impulse Response (RIR) is the output of a dynamic
environment to an input stimulus. This input stimulus at-
tempts to emulate a Dirac Delta or a unit impulse function.
Auralising a sound for a particular sound source, receiver,
and environment can be achieved by convolving an RIR with
an anechoic source signal to model the acoustical effects
of sound propagation within that environment [Kut91]. This
auralisation remains accurate only for the particular input
position (sound source) and output position (listener) that
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the RIR simulates. Convolution is the process of multiply-
ing each and every sample in one audio file with the samples
from another waveform. The effect is to use one waveform
to model another. Mathematically this results in equation 1,
where y is the output waveform, xn are samples of the audio
to be modelled and ik are samples from the impulse response
(the modeller).

yn =
k

∑
n

ik · xn−k (1)

Sound generated in this fashion can be used to manip-
ulate audio to generate most of the spatial cues a listener
requires to draw assumptions about size and scale of an en-
vironment due to wave pressure and directionality [Beg94].
RIR’s can be synthetically generated from arbitrary geome-
try or recorded in real locations.

Lauterback et al. [LCM07] combine the efficiency of in-
teractive ray tracing with the accuracy of tracing a volumet-
ric representation to generate RIR’s. The method uses a four-
sided convex frustum and performs clipping and intersection
tests using ray packet tracing.

There is a wide range of crossover sound synthesis has
with Virtual Reality imaging techniques such as immersive
video games, concert hall design and exploiting synergy to
enhance immersitivity [MBT∗07, RLC∗07]. There is a lim-
ited collection of work into exploiting perceptual effects
with the hybrid and synergy of graphics and spatial sound.
More recently [BSVDD10, GBW∗09] work has started to
appear which exploit bimodal perception using level of de-
tail selection based upon user studies to dynamically weight
computational resources to generate audio or visuals based
on the selection heuristics. This can fluctuate resources to
generate sound if a lot of objects are colliding and reduce
load to some visual components. In effect load balancing,
this approach is directed towards game engines.

3. Framework for Generating Interactive Spatialised
Sound

To investigate whether it was possible to further exploit any
cross-modal effects we wanted to compare a fully converged
RIR used to generate sound versus a discrete method of gen-
erating spatialised sound to extrapolate as to whether any
effect, if any, persists with a lower quality of 3D audio re-
production.

3.1. Virtual Point Microphones

Extending the Instant Radiosity algorithm [Kel97] and with
an approach similar to [LCM07], instead of propagating
Point Lights along a path, discrete samples on a sound wave
emanating from a source are propagated. Intersecting with

the geometry in the scene and depositing a Virtual Point Mi-
crophone (VPM) within the scene should deposit conditions
be met. Each VPM holds data on how far it has propagated
and also how far the sound wave associated with it has been
attenuated based on material absorption and distance travel
decay.

Figure 2: Diagram highlighting one traversal step, a VPM
being deposited and a shadow ray being shot to test if the
VPM contributes. L is the listener and S the sound source
within the scene.

In Figure 2 we show the process of depositing one VPM
via propagating rays through the enviroment until an absorp-
tion criteria is met and the VPM is deposited on a material
surface. A shadow test to the listener determines if it is a
contributing source. Each contributing VPM acts as a dis-
crete sample on the wave form. A software sound channel
with incoming vector and velocity information is assigned
for each VPM. The anechoic source is then reattenuaed for
that VPMs returned pressure and distance travelled. Each
VPM played asynchronously yields a discrete approxima-
tion of the spatial sound for the geometry. As each VPM con-
tribution is played asynchronously with each other to simu-
late spatial effects it is note worthy that the convolution step
after RIR generation is optimised out due to the fact that each
VPM acts as its own temporal ik.xn−k as shown in Figure 3.

The waveforms shown in Figure 4 show how the discrete
approach compares to the converged approach. For the low
quality sound recorded for the experiment we used 1024
VPMs. It is possible to see where the granularity of the ap-
proach comes in over and under estimating sample contri-
butions due to the sparse sample rate. It should be noted that
this approach, due to levels of detail and discretisation would
operate best under conditions of a gated RIR, that is to say
an environment whereby late reflections are ignored past a
certain time.
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Figure 3: The process of convolution, x represents audio
samples and i impulse response samples.

Figure 4: Analysis of waveforms from both techniques.
(Top): Stereo converged wave form from one phone ring.
(Bottom): Stereo waveform for the real-time approach high-
lighting that it lacks the accuracy of a converged RIR due to
the discretised approach used.

4. Psychophysical Experimental Layout, Procedure and
Results

The study consists of two separate experiments revolved
around viewing 2 separate images. The first image is of a
living room with a phone on the coffee table, in the sec-
ond image the phone was removed. The first experiment,
a pilot study, to ascertain the feasibility of a wider study
was designed to investigate whether an effect existed be-
tween spatial sound impulses and attention to an image. The
wider study was aimed at whether this effect could be ex-
ploited to guide selective rendering. The second experiment
followed on from the feasibility study to ascertain whether
spatial sound played a significant role in saccade and fixa-
tion control; for both scenes with a visual cue (phone) for
the sound and scenes without a visual cue (no phone) for
the sound. All images were rendered using the path tracing
algorithm [Kaj86]. Exposure to a single image in both exper-
iments was a total of 28 seconds accompanied by the audio.
No audio was used for the control scenarios.

4.1. Feasibility Study

There were 3 scenarios for each image set. A Control test
where the image was viewed with no sound playing, and also
two with sound; one High Quality (HQ) rendered by con-
volving a converged RIR with the anechoic sound source and
one Low Quality (LQ) which was generated via the means
described in Section 3. Our hypothesis is that the introduc-
tion of spatial sound will direct attention to the pertaining
areas of the scene. This set of experiments was conducted
to see if this is true, and whether the effect persists under
a lower quality of sound exposure. In addition it was re-
searched if this effect persisted without the presence of a
visual cue.

4.1.1. Participants

For the pilot study the sample set for the eye tracking con-
sisted of 10 people, 7 males and 3 females with an average
age of 25. Each participant recorded data for 3 of the 6 sce-
narios.

4.1.2. Equipment

Eye tracking was performed with participants. The eye
tracker used was as uninvasive as possible. A passive mea-
suring device with no extraneous materials connected to the
participant making free viewing an image as natural as possi-
ble. faceLABTMprovides a system which records in real time
blink, saccade and fixation estimates. For these reasons this
system was chosen for the eyetracking during the pilot study.
Images were rendered using path tracing on a quad core
Q6850@3Ghz and 2GB RAM. All images were displayed
on the faceLABTMlaptop of screen resolution 1400x1050
pixels. All participants wore 5.1 surround headphones.

4.1.3. Methodology

Each participant was shown either images from set Phone or
set No Phone due to the fact sequential images with a salient
object removed could cause visual attention distraction and
skew results in favour one way or the other. This kept partic-
ipant exposure down to one set of images.

To analyse the eye tracking data for the feasibility study
Look Zones (LZs) provided a method to capture time spent
attending within a specific area. The areas chosen for LZs
can be seen in figure 5. We took an average time spent in
each LZ across all participants for each group, this informa-
tion can be seen in table 1. This data can be seen for one
participant in figure 6. Different sized Look Zones in effect
may introduce bias to the results and skew them, however
the zones were created to collect data about view history, the
important zones are only time spent within the Phone bound-
ing box and time spent out of it, the LZs used were consistent
throughout the control, HQ and LQ tests however.
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Image Set Phone No Phone
LookZone(LZ) Control HQSound LQSound Control HQSound LQSound
Phone 5.4 10.8 9.45 2.1 5.1 3.4
Desk and Chair 6.2 2.7 3.9 5.7 4.7 5.4
Book and Candle 2.1 2.1 4.1 3.2 2.9 4.2
Lights 1.3 0.6 0.9 1.4 1.1 1.5
Other 13.0 11.8 9.65 15.6 14.2 13.5

Table 1: Table showing LZ gaze duration averages, in seconds, across pilot participants.

4.1.4. Feasibility Results

It could be argued the set for the pilot study was not large
enough to draw conclusion about LQ sound especially with
the value of significance being so close to the p=0.05 mark
as shown in table 2. However for the purposes of extrapo-
lating an experiment to decipher whether this effect can be
utilised for selective rendering techniques it was appropri-
ate to solely focus on the HQ sound effects for the selec-
tive quality tests as this sound had the most statistically pro-
nounced result.

Figure 5: Highlighting the Look zones used for data anal-
ysis. Sets are Lights, Desk and Chair, Book and Candle and
Phone.

Using the chi-squared metric upon this data (with Yates’
correction due to degree of freedom) with expected values
equal to our control results we see in table 2 that using HQ
spatial sound was significant on the p = 0.05 level of signifi-
cance,(p=0.0097, df=1) whilst there is a visual identifier for
the sound present. Also we note that using LQ spatial sound
was not deemed to be statistically significant in this sample
set, however it is very much on the cusp of being statistically
significant.

In table 3 it is shown that even without a visual identi-
fier and with HQ sound present the excess time spent gaz-
ing in the direction of where the phone should have been
was of statistical importance (p=0.0109, df=1). However

Control HQSound LQSound
LZ Phone 5.4 10.8 9.45
LZ Not Phone 22.6 17.2 18.55
Chi-Squared p 0.0097 0.0524

Table 2: Table showing the p values for the relevant gaze
durations for Control, HQ and LQ sounds in the Phone cat-
egory. Statistically significant results emboldened.

Control HQSound LQSound
LZ Phone 1.8 5.1 3.5
LZ Not Phone 26.2 22.9 24.5
Chi-Squared p 0.0109 0.1902

Table 3: Table showing the p values for the relevant gaze
durations for control, HQ and LQ sounds in the No Phone
category. Statistically significant results emboldened.

with LQ sound present this effect was mitigated to an ex-
tent as the result was not deemed to be important at the p =
0.05 level (p=0.19, df=1). Figure 7 shows one participants
recorded gaze fixations and saccades whilst free viewing the
No Phone set of images control vs. HQ sound.

4.2. Selective Quality Experiment

The second experiment used the same two images again.
However this time they were rendered selectively outside
of a foveal region at the following sample rates: (32SPP,
128SPP, 256SPP, 512SPP, 1024SPP and 2048SPP). The low-
est sample rate chosen was at 32SPP because for the partic-
ular scene used noise rates were observed to be too high if a
lower sample rate was used. The foveal region was rendered
at the gold standard quality of 3072SPP as at this level the
image appeared to be converged. The sample rates were cho-
sen to give a wide test range of SPP levels to make it easier
to determine at what point, if any, an effect came into play.

4.2.1. Participants

For the comparison of selective quality renderings we had
60 participants aged from between 13 to 66 with the aver-
age age 23.6. 39 males and 21 females constructed this set
and the average knowledge level of computer graphics was
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Figure 6: Time spent attending within the specific Look Zones for one participant for the acoustic identifier and discrete spatial
sound group.

Figure 7: Eye Track data from one participant of the pilot
study. Lines are saccade shifts, small ovals represent gaze
data and larger circles are fixations. (Top): No visual iden-
tifier and HQ spatial sound. (Bottom): Control for no visual
identifier set.

2.18 [range:1(low)..5(high)]. It was shown in [MDCT05b]
that familiarity with computer graphics influenced partici-
pants decision accuracy. As is shown our sample set should
not introduce too much bias due to this. Each participant
took part in 6 of the 12 experiments meaning we retrieved
30 results per experiment.

4.2.2. Equipment

No eye tracking was necessary for this experiment, exper-
iments took place on screens of similar screen dimension
(30.6cm x 23cm) to the faceLABTMlaptop and of the same
screen resolution (1400x1050 pixels). All participants wore
5.1 surround headphones.

4.2.3. Methodology

Selective quality images were generated based upon a foveal
angle surrounding where the phone (and thus directional
sound) resided in screen space. This was the case for the im-
age rendered omitting the phone also. Through trigonometry
referencing Figure 1, it is possible to calculate the resolution
of the eye at a specific distance away from the lens of the
eye: x = d tanθ.

Participants underwent the experiment with the chair posi-
tioned such that their eyes were approximately 1 metre away
from the screen and using the angle of 4.1◦ for the foveal re-
gion as shown in [LMYM01] we derive screen space of the
foveal region which can be easily converted into pixel val-
ues for the screen (given we know the screen resolution and
dimensions: 1400px, 30.6cm x-axis). This works out to be
7.16 cm of screen space, the equivalent of 328 pixels for the
foveal diameter. The 4.1◦ foveal region was subtended by a
further gradient of spp ramping 2◦ around the foveal region
such that the rendering quality threshold change was much
less spatially obvious. This can be seen at the 32 spp level in
figure 8.

Subjects were asked to compare the quality of the images
presented in each pair and choose the one they thought con-
tained the higher rendering quality out of the two - two al-
ternative forced choice (2AFC). They were forced to choose
from one selective quality rendering and the reference im-
age whilst exposed to high quality sound. The results were
easier to intepret by consistingly choosing between SQ and
HQ images. If the participants chose between a low SQ and
a higher SQ image the results would be more ambiguous
whilst maintaining the same level of data collection. Sets of
images were displayed quasi-randomly such that each par-
ticipant would make 10 choices in total, however 6 prevalent
ones used for results, yet maintaining an even data distribu-
tion. 4 extra sets of images were thrown in as red herrings
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with no difference between them (same SQ vs. same SQ or
HQ vs. itself). This ensured the experiment was kept unpre-
dictable. Images with accompanying spatial sound were pre-
sented sequentially separated by a black screen of 2 seconds
duration.

4.2.4. Selective Quality Experiment Results

Based on previous research in this field we hypothesised that
spatial sound would directly influence the HVS’s top-down
approach to the cognitive function of visualising the image.
To verify our results we use chi-square statistical techniques
due to the binary 2AFC responses. As was shown by the
feasibility study, there is an effect worth considering when
HQ sound is present for both scenes with a visual identifier
for the sound and scenes without, however this effect did not
prove to be significant using LQ sound for either case. This
experiment proceeded just using HQ sound for the selective
quality trials.

Table 4 shows the statistical significance against our null
hypothesis for all cases. While a visual identifier, in our
case a phone, is present there exists a statistical significance
against the p=0.05 level for 32 and 128spp selective quality
images (p=0.000012 and p=0.028, df=1 respectively). The
null hypothesis that choosing images is distributionally ran-
dom for spp levels of 256spp and higher for the Phone set
cannot be rejected. For the No Phone set, the null hypothesis
for selective quality levels of 32spp to 512 spp is rejected.
Only for selective quality levels of 1024 and 2048spp can
we not reject our null hypothesis.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has presented a method which exploits the HVS’s
top-down approach. The fact that the HVS is guided by bi-
modal impulses, allows us to selectively render the regions

Figure 8: Showing the selectively rendered image which is
3072 spp around the predicted foveal region tailed off with a
gradient displayed here to 32spp.

ImageSet SPP X2 p

Phone

32 19.2 0.000012
128 4.3 0.028459
256 2.13 0.144127
512 2.13 0.144127
102 0.53 0.465208
204 0.53 0.465208

No Phone

32 26.1 0.00000032
128 19.2 0.000012
256 22.5 0.000002
512 8.53 0.003487
1024 2.13 0.144127
2048 0.13 0.715000

Table 4: Chi-squared results for quality comparison choices
made between selecive quality images and a referance im-
age. Statistically significant results emboldened.

attended to in higher quality and the remainder of the image
in a much lower quality without this quality difference being
noticed. Our results show that even for test scenarios where
a visual locator for the fovea to fixate on was missing from
the image, there were still involuntary saccade shifts to the
direction of the spatial sound. This was used to show that
unattended areas of the scene could be rendered in lower
quality than the location of the sound impulse capitulating
on Inattentional Blindness. This result was similar to that of
previous work, however it extended upon it by showing the
results are applicable to spatial sound even when a visual cue
is deliberately omitted.

There are many aspects of this work which require further
investigation. Primarily, what was noticed during pilot test-
ing was that saccade shifts occured much more frequently
asynchronously with the introduction of audio and fixations
seemed to last for the duration of the phone ring impulse
and after the acoustic impulse faded eye movement often
then carried on exploring the scene in free view mode. The
next step is to investigate whether the effect described can be
further exacerbated by exploting temporal selective quality
shifts for the predicted foveal region based on the timing of
the acoustic impulse: can we phase between high quality and
selective quality renderings using a translation map based on
acoustic impulse timings for the free view session. An inves-
tigation into whether this effect prevails when the acoustic
identifier is animated with the sound attenuated accordingly
should provide weight to this phenomena. This approach
can accomodate any rendering algorithms which traces rays
from the eye. We also intend to apply our work to a GPU
based path tracer, and to final gathering from photon maps.
Finally, the generation of a general saliency map applicable
for bi-modality VR exposure would contribute greatly to the
applications available to this research.
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